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Abstract

Within the approximation of hydrodynamic model, the optical pro-

perties of the metallic Fibonacci quasi-superlattice have been studied

for the region of s-polarized toft x-rays and extreme ultraviolet. By

using the transfer-matrix method and taking account of damping ef-

fects, we have discussed the electromagnetic normal modes for the

quasisuperlattice in the rational approximation. The related dispersion

curves explain the reflection spectra well, and we found that similar

to the reflectivities, both real part and imagine part of the dispersion

relation pattern has a rich structure of self-similarity. With the increas-

ing of the generation number, the electromagnetic modes all become

critical.



1 Introduction

In the past few years, many scientists have got very interested in the op-

tical properties of the periodic and quasi-periodic superlattice'1"8!. Based

on the hydrodynamic model and the transfer-matrix method, by taking

into account plasma waves spatial dispersion and retardation, and using the

additional boundary condition (ABC) t^l, Mochan et alffl studied the dis-

persion relation of the electranagnetic normal modes and the reflectivities

of infinite conductor-insulator and conductor-conductor periodic superlat-

tices, and obtained a variety of modes made up of interacting surface and

bulk plasmons, which yield a rich structure in the reflectance spectra. M.

Kohmoto et al)i ' proposed an experiment to probe the (quasi) localization

of the phonon, in which the optical layers are constructed following the Fi-

bonacci sequence' >. The consequent numerical results reveal that the trans-

mission coefficient has also a rich structure and is multifractal. Recently, we

calculated the reflection of soft x-rays and extreme ultraviolet from a metal-

lic Fibonacci quasi-superlattice (MFQSL)'**1**. We found that except that

the calculated reflection spectra are of the interesting self-similarity pat-

tern, some new strongly reflection peaks move to a higher-frequency region

compared with the usual periodic superlattice, which stimulates the interest

in the study and making of soft x-rays and extreme ultraviolet reflectors.

In this paper, we will present a general formalism for the calculation of

the dispersion relation of the electromagnetic normal modes in the ratio-

nal approximation for the nth generation MFQSL, which finely explain the

reflectivity patterns for the s-polarized electromagnetic waves from the sys-

tem.



2 General formalism of the dispersion relation

for the s-polarized electromagnegtic wave

The system of the quasi-periodic superlattice under consideration is gener-

ated recursively along -z-direction by two elementary seeds, blocks L and 5,

mapping the mathematical rule in the Fibonacci sequence, i.e.,

Si = {L},S2 = {LS},S3 = {LSL},...,Sn = S,-iSn_2 . (1)

Each block contains the same two kinds of metal layers A and B, the

corresponding localized dielectric functions of which are €A{u) and cB(w)

respectively. The thickness of the layer A, which is denoted as d^, in the

block L is the same as in the block 5, but the thicknesses for layer B in

the two blocks are of the different values, which are denoted as dsL and

dss for the two blocks respectively. As adopted in Ref. [11], the ratio of

the thickness of the two elementary blocks is just the inverse of the golden

mean,
y/b- 1

For a nth generation MFQSL, we have got N = 2Fn metal layers, where Fn

is the nth order of the Fibonacci sequence, which is defined as

Jb = l , f i = l,F2 = 2,...,Fn = Fn-i + Fr.-z. (3)

The total thickness length of the nth MFQSL can be expressed as

Dn = {Fn-i + A.Fn-2){dA + dBL). (4)

Let us now consider a general case of a metal layer of thickness d^ in the

MFQSL, in which there exists two kinds of electranagnetic waves, the reflectance

and transmission waves. The wave vectors for the two cases lie on the x-z



plane and take the values as

(5)

where q and k^ are x- and ^-component of the wave vectors, which satisfy

the following equation,

here q is given by

q = (u/e) sin $, (7)

and 0 is the incident angle, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The

electromagnetic fields in the system can be formally written as

(8)

where

B ±
(9)

Now let us consider the situation of the TE wave, the s-polarized soft x-rays

and extreme ultraviolet propagating through the MFQSL,

As the direction of the electric f ie ld TE wave is along with ^coordi-

nate axis, the relation between electric field E* and electric field Ev accom-

panied by magnetic field BT at any given point in the MFQSL is determined

by

. v J
where

1 1

(10)

(11)



and

(12)

Since Ef and E~ are plane waves propagating with the wave vector k^ and

-kft, respectively, they are related at the two interfaces of a metallic layer

through

K
. v ,

0

— Tfi

z

0

• " • z+d0

= A, BL, BS.

(13)

(14)

From the above matrix equations one can easily obtain the following equa-

tion for the electromagnetic fields propagating through the metal layer of

thickness d^,
TP. i r JP

(15)
' Ey'

. x . z

' Ev'

where M^ is the transfer matrix, which is defined as

cos A:McfM t T x sin kpdp

iYM sin fcp cos ku
H = A,BLtBS.

(16)

By using the continuity conditions at the positions ZQ and ZJV of the two sur-

faces of the system, we can finally obtain the relation for the electromagnetic

waves through the nth generation MFQSL as

(17)

where Cn is the nth order transfer-matrix, which is generated in agreement

with the Fibonacci sequence,

Cn = Cn_i (18)

8!



with the two initial generating seeds for the two elementary units of the

MFQSL.

Co = M A M B S C I = MAMBX,- (19)

Following the scheme presented in Refs. [11] and [6], and assuming the

regions z < 0 and z > Dn are vacuum space and the incident wave vector is

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

we can get the reflectivity of TE waves for the system as follows,

where

Y = -

YN =

and c,y is the element of the transfer matrix Cn .

If we let the nth finite MFQSL as a unit cell, and stack it repeatly in

2-direction infinitely, i.e., in the rational approximation, we can obtain the

electromagnetic normal modes of the system in the form of Bloch waves,

which means
r Ev = e~ipDn

Zo

(24)

where p is the Bloch wave vector. The combination of Eqs. (17) and (24)

leads to the dispersion relation,

1

As the traEfer matrices are all complex matrices due to the dielectric func-

tions we used, the Bloch wave vector is now also a complex vector.



3 Numerical results and conclusions

By using the equations presented in Section 2, one can calculate the dis-

persion relation and the related reflectivity numerically. In this paper, we

consider the layer A as metal Mg, and layer B as metal Al. In order to

take account of the retardation effect on the system, we choose the model

dielectric function in the form of the Drude local dielectric function for the

metal layers in the MFQSL,

< 2 6 '

where r̂  is the electric relaxation time in the metallic layers, which is chosen

to be T^ = 100/wPji as adopted in Refs. [6] and [12], and uP, is the plasma

frequency for the two sorts of metal layers,

2/me, fi = A,B, (27)

where nM and me are the electron density and electron mass of the metal

layers respectively.

In order to compare with the previous theoretical results, we choose the

thicknesses of the metal layers still as dA = 100A, and &BL = 200A. For the

metal Mg, we take electron density nA as 8.63 x lO^cm"3, and for metal Al,

we take electron density nB as 18.1 x 1023cm~s. In the frequency range from

0.8<*ipB to 2.8wPB} we plot the calculated reflectance curve for the normal

incidence from the 6th metallic Fibonacci quasi-superlattice in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 plotted the curves of the dispersion relation u> vs p of a highly-

doped metallic superlattice with a periodic unit cell of a 6th MFQSL. The

real part of p is shown in the left-hand side panel and its imaginary part in

right-hand side panel. The complex Bloch wave vector describes propagation

along the z-axis of the superlattice.

* ' • - • » -



The numerical results of Fig. 2 can perfectly explain the pattern of the

reflectivity (see Fig. 1) if one map the forbidden frequency bands (see the

left-hand side panel) to the reflection maxima. At the regions of the for-

bidden frequency bands, the real part of p is around the boundary of the

Borillouin zone, and the imaginary part of p is relatively large. The propa-

gation, therefore, is reduced, which means there are strongly reflection peaks

around those regions. The very interesting result we found is that when n

approaches inanity, all the normal modes become clearly critical (neither

extended nor localized), and the allowed frequency bands form a Cantor-

like set, and similar to the reflection curves, both real part and imaginary

part of the dispersion spectra are of the property of self-similarity. One can

clearly see the situation from Fig. 3, the curves of the dispersion relation w

against p for the same type of superlattice with a periodic unit cell of a 9th

MFQSL. The frequency scaling change of which is the same as that in the

spectra pattern of the reflectivity [11,12].

In Conclusion, the optical properties of the metallic Fibonacci quasi-

superlattice have been studied for the region of s-polarized soft x-rays and

extreme ultraviolet by using transfer matrix method. It is shown that within

the rational approxiiiHticn, the electromagnetic normal modes become crit-

ical, i.e. the dispersion spectra are self-similar as the generation number

increases very large, which nicely demonstrates the behaviour of the reflec-

tivity spectra.
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Figure captions

Fig.l. Reflectivities vs w of a 6th MFQSL with 13 Mg-AI layers for normal

incidence. d* = 100A, dsi = 200A, and u>PB is the plasma frequency

for metal Al. TUP = 100.

Fig.2. Dispersion relation w vs p of a highly-doped superlattice with a

periodic unit cell of a 6th MFQSL. The related parameters are the

same as Fig. 1.

Fig.3. The same as Fig. 2, but the superlattice is stacked with a periodic

unit cell of 9th MFQSL.
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